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Friendships
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Our Children's Council
We will be arranging the children's
council soon. They will all meet
together once a month to reflect
and discuss their new ideas. Their
opinions are paramount to us.
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Labelling clothes

So far. the children'sfavourite activities
have included•

If your child is toilet training, please can you supply spare
nappies or a change of clothes in a labelled bag.

Buildingdens

Riding the bikes and in the cars
Jumping in puddles

Building structures and climbing on the

large crates
And jumping around our Jabadao room
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Please can you put your child's name on all of their
belongings to help us identify them so items don't get
lost

If your child borrows our clothes please can you bring
them back so we can reuse them. Thank you.
We have a Reading scheme if you would like to take a book
home to read with your child. Please see a member of staff
who will happily sort one out. Reading stories with your
children helps to boost their vocabulary. Studies show they
do better in Primary school. (When Covid is over you will be
able to come in and choose one!)
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Provider

Lets hope we can
get
Outstanding for a
3rd time!

Fee's
Please pay fee's online in advance. Please email Vicky if
you have any queries.
Sessions may need to be cancelled if payments aren't
kept up

